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LIFE LIFE

promote on f8, but then the checks begin anew 
and the rook on c7 will not escape a fork. 
62 Ka2 Nc5 63 Qa8+ Kb5 64 Qc6+ Ka6 
65 Qa8+ Kb5 66 Qc6+ 66 Qe8+! was the 
only winning move, and then 66…Ka6 67 
Qe2+ was the clincher. Then 67…b5 68 Rc6+! 
breaks the defence: 68…Kb7 69 Qxb5+, or 
68…Ka7 69 Qe7+ Nb7 70 Qe3+ Kb8 71 Qe6! 
wins easily. Black could also try 67…Nd3 68 
Qxh2 Qe6+ 69 Kb1 Qe1+ 70 Kc2 but the 
checks soon run out. Ka6 67 Re7 Qf1 68 
Qa8+ Kb5 69 Qe8+ Ka6 70 Qa8+ Kb5 71 
Qe8+ Ka6 72 Re4 There was nothing better to 
try. 72 f8=Q Qc4+ 73 Kb1 h1=Q 74 Re1 Qh7+ 
would even lead to a loss. Nxe4 73 Qxa4+ 
Kb7 74 Qxe4+ Ka7 75 Qa4+ Kb7 76 Qd7+ 
Ka6 77 Qc8+ Ka7 78 f8=Q Qxf8 79 Qxf8 
h1=Q Despite White’s extra pawn, the endgame 
is a trivial draw: Draw agreed at move 109.

The result was a crushing disappointment for 
both players, who shared a poignant sporting 
moment as they shook hands. ‘I’m very sorry,’ 
said Nepo, but a dejected Caruana insisted, 
‘It’s my fault.’ Nepo, for his part, was the only 
player to survive the tournament without losing 
a game. But Gukesh has proven himself a 
worthy challenger. I came across a video of him 
as an 11-year-old, in which he stated gently but 
confidently his goal to become the youngest 
world champion in history. 

  Across
 10 Insignificant type  

dropped in a river?  
That’s enough! (8)

 12 Tough not to sound 
disgusted (3)

 13 Secret agent holds the 
floor (5)

 14 Creature has cuckoo 
sickness (6)

 15 Thin, I am ordered 
a vitamin (7)

 17 Fallen angel’s joy cut  
short on Earth (5)

 19 A little bit of thanks to  
the Moon (4)

 20 Old simpleton’s new 
beginning (4)

 23 Witness takes in launch  
of missile: duck! (4)

 25 A network assembled  
at rocky ridge (5)

 26 Quiet, even radiance (5)
 29 Artist embracing darling 

girl (5)
 31 Sort of lip mike,  

originally one that’s  
found in sultan’s house (5)

 32 Monarch remains 
impulsive (4)

 33 On the edge, a chink (4)
 34 Make to secure notice that 

runs round the room (4)
 38 In Iberian city, run house 

(5)
 39 Pig (mine) wrong to 

trespass (7)
 40 Carried over island (6)
 41 From the east, chap that  

is retained as a friend (2,3)
 43 Avoid eating a little  

fish (3)

  Down
 2 Posh officer finally 

reduced (3)
 3 Persistently annoy  

cobra over time (3,2)
 4 Repair and set up game 

controller on computers 
(5)

 6 Occasionally steps round 
down with swimmer (3,4)

 7 Very poor editing –  
fired (7)

 11 Cancel meal, might one 
say, for watery spirit (6)

 21 Bald, shone moving  
light on top (3-6)

 22 Head of nick has to open 
up for release (6)

 24 Extra retentive, say, like  
a glacial deposit (8)

 27 Carpet laid out for  
empress once (7)

 28 In one day husband and 
I get together: I produce  
a kid (3-4)

 30 Speaks of zero levels of 
VAT (6)

 36 Film about Mrs French,  
a social creature (5)

 37 Tongue and chin distinctly 
defective (5)

 42 Blossom edible root  
put up (3)

A first prize of £30 and two 
runners-up prizes of £20 for the 
first correct solutions opened on  
13 May. Please scan or 
photograph entries and email 
them (including the crossword 
number in the subject field) to 
crosswords@spectator.co.uk,  
or post to: Crossword 2651, 
The Spectator, 22 Old Queen 
Street, London SW1H 9HP. 
Please allow six weeks for 
prize delivery. 

Apologies that last week’s  
1 Down clue was missing. 
It should have read:
Wearsider leaves capital with 
mother before noon (3,4)

Crossword 
2651: Visionary 
by Fieldfare

perpetually empty granaries of the nation left 
unreferenced. He will have defeated his enemies 
to the extent of never having had any. He will be 
said to have won his 40-year war against pluralism, 
the remaining 18 months of his reign a paradise 
of concord enforced by police no longer remotely 
secret, torturers no longer needing to pretend to 
careers in butchery. A week of national despair will 
be declared by a weaselly factotum, during which 
daggers secretly fly in the uncontested race to 
become Eternal Autarch Rubabrizabru.
Adrian Fry

Relative perfection was what he was after
So imperfect relatives were fed the mushrooms –
And he was the Nigel Kennedy of his time.
When he played, his music soothed the savage beasts
Who, spellbound, dropped their Christians, for now.

Like Nigel, he was a Villa fan.
He had one in Greece, one in Antium, two in Rome;
He knew the Four Seasons like the back of his hand
And was greatly interested in other toppings.
He walked like a man.

He fiddled and ate while Rome burned.
They say it was no accident.
They say he blamed the Christians.
And now his name is on every high street,
On every blue coffee cup.
How soon we forget our tyrants.
David Silverman

Cruel, pusillanimous, 
puling, proud, sadistic;
mad and not magnanimous,
nasty, narcissistic –

these compliments are carved
in cold memorial marble –
‘He left his people halved and starved’,
a legend, do not garble.

My little jests, dear mason,
I’m sure you’ll do me better –
or else I’ll find the time to chasten.
You redden. Touch of tetter?

Chisel to the ready, sweet,
take 40 years, don’t hurry –
I’ll occupy my mercy seat
when you’re forgotten, slurry.
Bill Greenwell 

For Kim Jong-Il, perfection was the aim:
For Kim Jong-Il, smooth golfing was the game.
In 1994, aged 52,
He’d never hit a shot, his clubs were new,
But first time that he played, he blew the sport:
Eleven holes-in-one, came the report!
For mortal golfers, holes-in-one are rare,
But not for god-like leaders, debonair 
In khaki flares and razored, bouncing hair.
Old Kim a tyrant? Surely you must jest.
When citizens his wonder score assessed,
They knew their leader’s driving was the best.
They questioned not his brilliance, heaven-kissed,
But wondered how on seven holes he’d missed?
‘Sheer modesty and bashfulness,’ said some.
‘With 18 shots, his best is yet to come!’
Nicholas Lee

NO. 3349: MARKING TIME

‘I have measured out my life with coffee 
spoons’. You’re invited to write a poem on this 
theme but substituting another object (max. 
16 lines). Please send entries to competition 
@spectator.co.uk by midday on 8 May.

SOLUTION TO 2648: THUS AT AN END

The eight unclued lights are all kinds of soup: 
COCK-A-LEEKIE (1A), SHCHI (21A) , PHO 
(40A), VICHYSSOISE (41A), CONSOMME (2D), 
MULLIGATAWNY (14D), MINESTRONE (19D) 
and PISTOU (25D). The puzzle’s title cryptically 
indicates the subject: ‘thus’ = SO, ‘at an end’= UP.

First prize Tessa Ferguson, Bath
Runners-up William Orriel, Newton Abbot, Devon;
Gerry Fairweather, Layer Marney, Essex

Name     
 
Address     

    

    

    

  

Dommaraju Gukesh triumphed in a thrilling final 
round at the Candidates Tournament in Toronto. 
The Indian talent, who is still just 17 years old, 
thereby qualifies to face Ding Liren in a match for 
the world championship. He is by far the youngest 
in history to reach this milestone: Kasparov was 
20 years old; Carlsen was 22.

One could hardly have scripted a more dramatic 
14th round, in which four players remained in 
contention for tournament victory. Gukesh held a 
half-point lead over the field, but had the black 
pieces against Hikaru Nakamura, who would have 
overtaken him with a win. On the adjacent board 
Fabiano Caruana played White against Ian 
Nepomniachtchi, and a win for either player 
would propel them into a tiebreak for first place 
(provided that Gukesh did not also win his game). 

As it was, Gukesh held his nerve and secured 
the draw in a game which was fought down to 
bare kings. But the battle between Caruana and 
Nepomniachtchi was still to enter its most 
dramatic phase. Caruana dominated the 
middlegame, but the ever-resourceful 
Nepomniachtchi kept finding ways to keep the 
game alive thanks to a passed pawn that was just 
one step from promotion. It was far from easy for 
Caruana to deal with that, since his king on the 
other side of the board was in constant danger 
of perpetual check or worse.

In the diagram position, the grovelly 59 Re1 
was best, when 59…Nb3+ 60 Kb1 Qf5+ 61 Ka2 
Qxf6 62 Qxh2 should win, though even this 
would require some patience. Instead, Caruana 
opted for a plausible rook check.

Fabiano Caruana-Ian Nepomniachtchi
Fide Candidates Tournament, Toronto, round 14

59 Rc7+? Ka6 60 f7 Nb3+ 61 Kb1 Qf5+? A 
counter-error, putting Caruana back on track for 
victory. Remarkably, 61…Nd2+ secures a draw: 
62 Kc2 Qg6+ 63 Kxd2 Qd6+, though that is far 
from obvious. Moving the White king to the c-file 
allows …Qxc7+ while moving toward the 
kingside allows consecutive checks on e6/f6/g6, 
and Black meets Kxh2 with …Qh5+ followed by 
further checks on d5 or d1, which cannot be 
blocked. White may sacrifice the queen on h1 to 

Competition 3346 invited you to write an  
‘Epitaph on a Tyrant’. There were fewer 
Putins than expected but both T Rex and 
Caligula cropped up more than once. It was  
a strong field and hard to whittle down but 
£25 goes to each of the following.

Beast, twelve feet tall and forty long,
Fast, clever and immensely strong,
With eight-inch teeth and fearsome jaws,
The ultimate in carnivores,
He ruled the Mesozoic age,
Exulting in his cruel rage.
But something then occurred to bring
The mighty tyrant lizard king
Down to extinction from his throne;
The cause of death is still unknown.
Of theories there is quite a range:
Disease, volcanoes, climate change,
Or p’raps the earth could not avoid
A rather deadly asteroid.
His legacy’s not what he planned:
Mistaken for a glam rock band.
Nicholas Hodgson

Well, ‘Little Boots’ has clearly made his mark
on history when wearing adult shoes:
the senators were slaughtered for a lark,
their grisly deaths, it seems, would light his fuse.
Declaring war on Neptune – like the sea
his thoughts grew ever more tempestuous.
Was sibling fondness ever meant to be
an orgy, blatantly incestuous?

His horse, his joy, not only was well-shod
but dressed in jewels – a marble stall for hay;
elected consul by the ‘Living God’
who’d license it to vote with ‘yea’ or ‘neigh’.
Assassinated, e’er he did the deed,
the rebels drew their weapons, muscles flexed,
a bloody end, the Roman Empire freed
from tyrant’s rule – that is, until the next…
Sylvia Fairley

The tyrants’ ends are rarely good
And commonly will match their means,
Yet such plain facts, though understood,
Aren’t proof against a tyrant’s genes.
But tyranny is never just
The product of a single will:
Behind the leader’s manic thrust
Supporters pile in for the cause or the thrill.
Some are believers who dance to his beat
And feel there’s a vision that he and they share,
Others, impressed by his skills as a cheat,
Hang on for the ride as long as they dare.
For power is the glory that dazzles clear sight
So people seem blind to what’s done in their name
And blithely enjoy their vicarious might
Till the death of the tyrant puts them in the frame.
W.J. Webster

Eternal Autarch Zubabrubabri, giving lie to his title, 
is dead. His date of death will be lightly falsified 
(his date of birth more heavily so), its cause denied 
before rumoured. Hagiographic generalities will 
abound, domestic detail expunged. His unforgettable 
seven-hour speeches to a mute legislature will be 
sepulchrally quoted, once. Much will be trumpeted 
of record-breaking harvests under his rule, the 

PUZZLE NO. 798

White to play and mate in two moves. Composed 
by Philip Hamilton Williams, the Weekly Mer-
cury, 1896. Email answers to chess@spectator.
co.uk by Monday 29 April. There is a prize of £20 
for the first correct answer out of a hat. Please 
include a postal address and allow six weeks for 
prize delivery.

Last week’s solution 1 Qxe5! Rxe5 2 Bxf7+ 
Kg7 3 Rxd8 and Black soon resigned.
Last week’s winner C. Moses, Richmond upon 
Thames

Chess 
The Candidates  
Luke McShane

One artist’s ten-word comment 
on a critic runs round three 
sides of the perimeter; who 
spoke of whom fills the top 
line. Other unclued lights name 
two works by each: two of three 
words each, one pair, and one 
pair totalling four words.

Competition 
Last words  
Lucy Vickery

White to play, position after 58...Qb3-e6
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